MR DAVID BUTLER:

I want to file for a hearing on everything in your letter of 01-09-19. I do not feel that I have been heard out by your so called JOKE of a department (PSC). I demand a chance to voice my concerns at how the people of this state are being sold out by state government and the PSC. I wrote a letter to my master and do not expect to get an answer from him. Lady in ombudman office said she would pass the letter on. The local News people (Joke) will not touch it with a 10 Foot Pole. MR Knapp told the truth in STATE News paper on 01-09-19.

With NO REGARDS

JERRY NO BODY (HARVELL)

Note: Spoke to young man that worked for SCE&G one day in Gas station and ask about PSC decision and he laughed and said that was made a YEAR AGO!! Clear enough?
my name is Jerry Harvell (nobody) 12/24/18

I went to four weeks of so-called PSC meetings and I heard all the horse manure put out by every lawyer in the room and that is for both sides. SCE&G put a man up truck from up North that new money and he said how great SCE&G was and at $508.00 HR and had 60 hrs on Tuesday. When the head of PSC called for a break and I confronted him about this man I was told to SIT because he could not speak to me because it was against the law. I ask him how I WAS A SC Citizen and that gave me the right. They want to break and not another word was said. I was put down as a Citizen. The only people to leave this with MONEY were LAWYERS. The man on the Commission had to find new jobs like the other one that was done away with. How can SCE&G get rate increases in 10 years when they were told at the start it was not going to work. Can it be the state capital and PSC were bought and paid for? In your paper on 12-20-18 Senator Nikki Siziler who has not had anything to say the last 4 or 5 years is right in the middle of it along with Pete Strom. They will cut our power bill by $22.00 month per customer and the lawyers will get 100,000 millions of dollars in money along with SCE&G or SCANA Executives who will get 115 million. Why? All I see in there is LAWYERS getting money.

Mr. Wilks when I spoke to you on 12-20-18 by phone you told me you had done something like 250 stories on this subject. My question is why did you not follow up and see why nothing was being done in all these YEARS?
SCANA bought and paid for the state government a long time ago, so have most big businesses in this state. The only people to make big money in this state are LAWYERS, and we have a lot more than our fair share. But have you ever noticed that when caught they NEVER GO TO JAIL!

Thank you.

Jerry Harvey (Nobody)